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Abstract

Advances in mobile communication, computing and positioning technologies allow the
real-time acquisition of continuously changing locations of moving objects, e.g., users
carrying location-aware mobile devices. The geocontextual analysis of these locations
of users can reveal valuable mobile consumer patterns and enable a number of promis-
ing Business Intelligence (BI) services and desirable intelligent Location-Based Services
(LBSes). However, as some exact user locations can be extremely sensitive while others
can be used to link the users to his or her real-world identity, location traces of users must
be anonymized.

To facilitate these promising BI services and desirable intelligent LBS in a privacy
preserving manner, the present paper proposes an Anonymous Mobile Consumer Analy-
sis Platform (AMCAP) that based on the geocontextual analysis of anonymized location
traces, in four phases, derives mobile consumer characteristics of its users in terms of
Anomymous Mobile Consumer Profiles (AMCPs) and information about the dynam-
ically changing spatio-temporal distribution of the users that is recorded in a spatio-
temporal data warehouse of Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs). In the first
phase, based on a number of spatio-temporal criteria the platform probabilistically asso-
ciates a user’s generalized location, that is represented by an anonymization region with
activity types that activity centers in the anonymization region can facilitate. In the sec-
ond phase, based on the activity type inferred in phase one, the platform, in an online and
incremental fashion, summarizes an Anonymous Mobile Consumer Profile (AMCP) for
each of the users. In the third phase, the platform periodically groups the users based on
their AMCPs into a number Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs). Finally, in
the fourth phase, in order to capture the dynamically changing spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of the consumers and their characteristics, the platform, in an online and incremental
fashion, records the frequency and duration of the visits of different AMCTs to different
spatio-temporal regions.

The AMCAP is empirically evaluated on the simulated movements of a subset of the
population of Copenhagen, Denmark. Experiments regarding the accuracy of the AMCP
construction reveal that the proposed activity type inference from anomymized regions is
effective and can predict the actual activity of the users with an accuracy of 0.75 and a κ-
value of 0.73. AMCPs are clustered into 7 AMCTs. The quality of AMCTs is evaluated
by comparing it with Actual Consumer Types (ACTs) which are extracted from Actual
Consumer Profiles (ACPs). In both the AMCPs and ACPs, the optimal number of clusters
is 7. Meaning thereby that although AMCPs are blurred, they do not loose their inherent
property of being clustered into the same of number of types as ACPs. The Adjusted Rand
Index (ARI) (a measurement for similarity between two grouping of objects) between the
AMCTs and ACTs is 0.3 which is significantly higher than the random assignment where
ARI value is -0.0000247.



Computational performance evaluations show that a relational DBMS-based proto-
type implementation of the AMCAP on a single machine can process 50,000 anonymiza-
tion rectangles in 20 seconds. Based on the assumption that during any given 5-minute
interval no more than 10% of the users submit an anonymization region, it is extrapo-
lated that the prototype is capable to perform in real-time the geocontextual analysis (i.e.,
phases 1, 2, and 4) of anonymized location traces of 7 million users. Finally, to illus-
trate the utility of the information that is derived by the AMCAP a number of derived BI
services are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Location Based Services (LBSes) are those services which are provided to a user based
on his position (x, y) or location. Powerful LBSes are made possible due to advancement
in mobile communication technologies and success of embedded positioning technolo-
gies. Gartner predicts that revenue from LBSes for consumers will reach $43.3 billion
in 2019 [25]. Location Based Advertising (LBA) is among the most promising Location
Based Services. The global mobile advertising market will be valued at $83.4 billion by
2020 [19].

For effective Location Based Advertising it is not only the location of the user which
is important but also his personal preferences and interests. For the location of the user,
the advances in mobile positioning and communication technologies have made it possi-
ble and easy to retrieve the real time position of a user at regular time intervals. However,
the tracking of position of a user can be a concern in terms of privacy as there could be
places where a user does not want to link his mobile activities to his physical real world
identity. For example, a government official might not want to disclose his position when
he visits a doctor. In such cases, Location Anonymization (LA) frameworks, which aim
at reducing location privacy concerns, can be applied [13]. Popular location privacy
preservation techniques include location data generalization, omission, perturbation, and
obfuscation. Once the location of user is known, either exact or anonymized, the LBA
service in order to judge the preferences and interests of users, must have the knowledge
about their consumer behavior. This knowledge about consumers will help businesses
to target consumers with the right products or send advertisements to those consumers
which they never targeted before. It also helps the businesses to target competitor’s con-
sumers and send advertisements to consumers when they are around competitor’s loca-
tion. Through personalized LBAs the user gets to know about the promotions of their
interests and thus will not be bothered by unwanted advertisements.

Hence the objectives of the research are threefold: first, to predict the correct activity
of a user from an anonymized user location, second, to evaluate trade-off between the
degree of anonymization (i.e., anonymization region size) and utility of information that
is contained in the derived profiles, and finally, to investigate the possibility of supporting
BI-services in a privacy preserving manner.

Therefore to achieve these objectives, this research develops a privacy-preserving
Anonymous Mobile Consumer Analysis Platform (AMCAP) which extracts consumer
patterns based on geo-contextual analysis of consumers anonymized position sequences.
The platform first predicts consumer activity based on the anonymized location traces
of users and locations of businesses / activity centers, i.e., Services and Products (SaP)
and then calculates individual Anonymous Mobile Consumer Profiles (AMCPs). These
AMCPs indicate the interests and consumer habits of their respective users.

Based on the AMCPs, the platform provides the following Business Intelligence (BI)
services: a) calculation and visualization of the mobile consumer characteristics of its
users that pass through a given area during a given period; b) identification of cross-
marketing opportunities, based on frequent mobile consumer characteristics of users of
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pairs of businesses; c) location prospecting, i.e., finding potential locations for a given
business where so far the business potential has been underexploited.

In particular, the proposed AMCAP possess the capability to be integrated into any
LA framework. The AMCAP does not impose any requirements on the LA framwork,
it simply assumes that the LA framework generalizes the exact locations of the users
into regions. What the generalization is based on or which parts of the LA framework
are responsible for it are of no concern. If the LA frameworks anonymizes location
via another technique, generalization can be performed on top of the LA framework to
provide compatibility with the proposed AMCAP.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 describes preliminaries and problem statement. Section 4 describes the privacy-
preserving anonymous mobile consumer analysis platform and details the method for de-
velopment of consumer profiles and types. This section also discusses the use of AMCPs
and AMCTs for BI services. Section 5 describes the data used in the experiment and
evaluates the mobile consumer analysis platform in terms of both quality and efficiency.
Section 6 discusses the results. Finally, Section 7 concludes and points to future work.

2 Related Work
The research of Millonig and Gartner [28] on “Identifying motion and interest patterns
of shoppers for developing personalised wayfinding tools”, which is arguably the closest
research to the research in this paper, reviews related work in pedestrian spatio-temporal
behavior research which is vast and dates back to the early 60s. In addition to the more
recently applied trajectory analysis methods, other empirical research methods in this
area include the analysis of surveys, recall diaries, and interviews as well as video anal-
ysis. In relation to the present research this line of research focuses more on the detailed
movement behavior of humans at a building level in special settings like shopping malls
or museums. A significant exception to this is the work of Millonig and Gartner [28]
that also includes shopping interests in the analysis which is in part derived from the
geospatial analysis of exact trajectories of shoppers and from detailed interviews con-
cerning walking related preferences as well as general interests and attitudes. In relation,
the proposed methods focus on user interests that are derived from sparsely sampled,
anonymized trajectories of users at the city level.

Although the proposed AMCAP —a first attempt to prototype the Mobile Consumer
Analysis Platform proposed by Gidófalvi [11]— is novel from an application perspec-
tive, the following two subsections review relevant research on two topics that have been
investigated by two distinct disciplines for different application: trip destination and pur-
pose inference in transport science (Section 2.1) and location and trajectory privacy in
LBSes (Section 2.2).
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2.1 Trip destination and purpose inference in transport sciences
Activity-travel diaries record information about the trips that travelers make and are an
important source of information for travel behavior modeling and transport planning in
transport sciences. While in the past these diaries have been collected via manual pen-
and-paper survey methods, with the ubiquity of position-aware personal mobile devices
(e.g., smartphones) researchers have increasingly tried to infer activity-travel diaries from
the informations that these devices can collect: predominantly location traces or trajec-
tories of the individual travelers [31]. Among other attributes of a trip, researchers have
tried to infer the destination and the purpose of a trip. The crux of the destination and
purpose inference in the context of automatic activity-travel diaries lies in the fact that 1)
locations of travelers, especially at destinations which are usually indoors, are sampled
infrequently and with substantial error and 2) travelers can visit a specific location for
different purposes, e.g., a traveler can visit a mall for many different purposes including
work. As one can often group destinations into semantics classes (e.g., grocery shops,
sport facilities, etc.) [31] which can be associated with trip purposes either one-to-one or
in a fuzzy / probabilistic manner, approaches more often [4, 7, 32, 36] than not [31] treat
the inference tasks jointly. Notably, the destination inference problem is very different
from a class of research within LBS which attempt to predict the next or future location
of user based on his/her or a population’s historical movements [3, 12, 26].

Common information to base trip destination and purpose inference on are 1) the
time, day, and duration of activities [4,31,32], 2) the proximity of the destination location
measurement to Points Of Interest (POIs) [7, 31], 3) the type of POIs [31] or the type of
land use where the destination location measurement [36] are made, and 4) historical visit
frequencies of destinations [31] or trip chaining information [32]. Common inference
methods are 1) heuristic rule-based classifiers [7,32,36], 2) maximum likelihood models
using a frequentist approach [31], or more complex machine learning induced models
like decision trees or random forests [30].

In relation, the joint trip destination and purpose inference problem for activity-travel
diaries is very similar to the problem that lies at the heart of inferring consumer profiles
from anonymized position sequences of consumers, where a visit to a anonymized region
/ rectangle has to be associated with a consumer activity type that activity centers within
the anonymized region can accommodate (see Section 3 for a formal problem definition).
Therefore, the herein proposed approach adopts similar features and methods for the
basic activity inference. However one must note the significant differences between the
problems of the two applications. In activity-travel diaries the number of purposes is
usually limited to be between 3 (home, work, other) and 10 and the majority of the
trip purposes of a user is associated with a handful of private locations (e.g., home and
work) which can often be matched one-to-one to purposes. In comparison, the number
of possible activities in consumer profile construction are significantly more (30 in the
experiments) and the relevant (i.e., non-home and non-work) visits of consumers are
to public locations. These differences make the activity inference in consumer profile
construction substantially more challenging.
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2.2 Location and trajectory privacy in LBS
While the proposed methods and the system does not attempt to provide a solution for
location or trajectory anonymization, but rather expects as input anonymized trajectories,
the following subsections review the research on location and trajectory privacy in LBS,
which is important to place to proposed solution in context.

Data privacy research in general divides information into information that can be used
as a quasi-identifier [33] and information that is considered sensitive for the user [27].
Since the locations of the LBS users can be used as quasi-identifiers to access sensitive
information about the individual [6,15], in recent years, location privacy quickly became
a public concern and hot research topic.

While the need to identify and protect sensitive locations [27] in trajectories is recog-
nized [1], to protect against the re-identification of LBS users from their Location-Based
(LB) queries or trajectories, most of the research on location and trajectory anonymiza-
tion is focused on making the locations or trajectories of LBS users indistinguishable
from at least k − 1 other locations or trajectories in the dataset, a concept known as k-
anonymity [33]. Once the privacy threats, i.e., too unique locations or location sequences
in trajectories, are identified, common approaches to anonymize the data include: 1) the
replacement of problematic locations with “cloaking” regions (a.k.a. spatial-temporal
generalization) [6,8,13,15,20,29], 2) the suppression of problematic locations from tra-
jectories [34, 35], 3) the splitting of trajectories followed by the re-assignment of new
pseudo-identifiers to segments [35], and 4) the substitution of locations or locations in
a trajectory with dummy locations that are either realistically generated [37] or are that
of other users, which are acquired either from a trusted anonymizer that is aware of the
locations of all the users [6, 20, 29] or the individual user devices that exchange location
information with one another in a peer-to-peer network [8, 14].

To fully understand the location and trajectory privacy context of the proposed meth-
ods and system, it is important to highlight that the research in this area focuses on either
one of the following three tasks: 1) the online provision of privacy-preserving LBS where
methods point-wise anonymize LB-queries in an online fashion [6,8,20,29,37], or 2) the
offline privacy-preserving publication of LBS user trajectories where methods anonymize
entire trajectories in an offline fashion [1,2,34,35], or 3) the combined tasks of providing
online trajectory anonymity for LBS where methods anonymize the current user locations
such that, if possible, the anonymity of trajectories, or at least, the point-wise anonymity
of locations is guaranteed [13, 15, 17, 18].

In relation to this line of work on location and trajectory anonymization, the proposed
system is designed to work with any online or offline anonymization framework that uses
cloaking / spatio-temporal generalization as a privacy-protection method, which arguably
have the highest utility w.r.t. the other three anonymization techniques (i.e., suppression,
splitting, and dummies) as they preserve the highest degree of spatio-temporal and se-
quential information and user association.
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3 Preliminaries and Problem Statement
Let the time domain be denoted by T and be represented by the a set of non-negative
numbers. Let AT = {at1, . . . , atm} be a set of activity types. Let AC = {ac1, . . . , acn}
be a set of activity centers or centers for short. An activity center aci is associated with
a location aci.l ∈ R2, a size attribute aci.s ∈ R that is measured in terms of an indicator
like the number of employees that work at the center or the area of the center, and a set
of activity types aci.t ⊂ AT that the activity center can facilitate / service.

Let U = {u1, . . . , uk} represent a set of mobile users / consumers. A user moves
about in the 2-dimensional Euclidean space R2 and submits / discloses a spatially gener-
alized version of his location when he visits a particular activity center aci and performs a
particular type of activity at j . A spatially generalized version of location l ∈ R2, termed
as an anonymization region for the location l, is a rectangular region AR ⊂ R2 such that
l ∈ AR. Consequently, the observed movement of a mobile user ui is represented by
a sequence of timestamped anonymization rectangles that are collectively referred to as
the user’s anonymized location trace ALT ui =< (AR1, t1), . . . , (ARni

, tni
) >. Then,

the anonymous user activity prediction problem is defined as follows:

Definition 1 Given a set of activity centers AC that service a set of activity types AT
and the anomymized location traces of a set of mobile users < ALT u1 , . . . ,ALT uk >,
find a function p that given an anonymization region ARj , which is submitted at time
tj by a mobile user ui returns the most likely / predicted activity type at∗ that user ui
performs at time tj in ARj , i.e., p(ui,ARj, tj) → at∗ ∈ AT such that the following
expression, or equivalently the prediction error, is minimized:

k∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

I(p(ui,ARj, tj) 6= atui
tj )

where atui
tj represents the actual activity type that user ui performs at time tj in ARj , and

I(.) is the Boolean indicator function that returns TRUE when its argument (a logical
expression) is true and returns FALSE otherwise.

Note that since (1) an activity center can service / facilitate a number of different
activity types and (2) the overall aim of the proposed anonymous mobile consumer anal-
ysis platform is to provide information about the dynamically changing spatio-temporal
distribution of consumers and their consumer characteristics,the above defined problem
is not equivalent to and is more relevant for the overall aim than the problem of predicting
exact user locations from anonymization rectangles.
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4 Method
In this research, an Anonymous Mobile Consumer Analysis Platform (AMCAP) is pro-
posed which based on the geocontextual analysis of anonymized location traces, in four
phases or continuous processes, derives mobile consumer characteristics of its users in
terms of Anomymous Mobile Consumer Profiles (AMCPs) and information about the dy-
namically changing spatio-temporal distribution of the users that is recorded in a spatio-
temporal data warehouse of Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs). In this sec-
tion, Section 4.1 first discusses the architecture of AMCAP and its linkages with other
outside entities. Next, Sections 4.2 – 4.5 give the details of each of the four AMCAP
phases.

4.1 AMCAP architecture
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Anonymous Mobile Consumer Analysis Platform.

This subsection describes the architecture of AMCAP, i.e., its components, their func-
tions and their interworking. It also explains how AMCAP is linked and used by the other
component of LBSs. The complete architecture of AMCAP and its linkages can be seen
in Figure 1 . The greyed out components in Figure 1 are shown to depict their relation
to the platform and are not the focus of the present proposal. These components are only
presented to create a holistic view of the platform and its uses.
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In AMCAP, the geographical space is divided into 100 m grid cells. Dividing space in
grid has several advantages such as a) indexing of grid cells becomes easy and efficient;
b) the rather static measurement values for entities within a single grid cell can be pre-
computed; and c) measurement values for a rectangular region composed of several grid
cells can be easily computed / aggregated for most types of measurements. Each grid
cell contains information of all activity centers AC that fall in it. Information about AC
activity types AC.T, location AC.L and, size AC.S are pre-aggregated at grid cell level
to enhance query performance.

First, a software running on mobile phone of the user acquires the device’s / user’s
exact position (X,Y) using some positioning technology, e.g., GPS. Then the mobile soft-
ware via an LA framework (whose architecture and interworking are not relevant) maps
the exact position to an anonymization region AR. This AR is then submitted to the Grid
Mapping Unit of AMCAP along with a user identification ID and a timestamp T. The
Grid Mapping Unit then spatially intersects the AR to grid cells to find Matching Grid
Cell(s) (MGCs). The MGSs along with ID and T are then submitted to Activity Type Predic-
tion component which, based on a number of spatio-temporal criteria, which are defined
in Section 4.2, probabilistically associates MGCs with activity types. In the second phase,
based on the activity type inferences in phase one, the platform, in an online and incre-
mental fashion, summarizes an Anonymous Mobile Consumer Profile (AMCP) for each
of the users. In the third phase, the platform groups the users based on their AMCPs into
a number Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs). Finally, in the fourth phase, in
order to capture the dynamically changing spatio-temporal distribution of the consumers
and their characteristics, the platform, in an online and incremental fashion, records for
each AMCT the frequency and durations of the visits of the given type of users / clients
to different spatio-temporal regions in a data warehouse DWH.

Based on the AMCPs, AMCTs, and the spatio-temporal data stored in DWH the
platform provides the following Business Intelligence (BI) services: a) calculation and
visualization of the mobile consumer characteristics of its users that pass through a given
area during a given period; b) identification of cross-marketing opportunities, based on
frequent mobile consumer characteristics of users of pairs of businesses; and c) location
prospecting, i.e., finding potential locations for a given business where so far the business
potential has been underexploited.

The AMCPs and AMCTs can be used by Location Based Advertising (LBA) service
to send relevant mobile ads to the right consumers. The data from AMCAP enables
LBA services to better target their consumers and send them personalized and relevant
ads based on their preferences and location. The AMCP data from the platform enables
businesses to know movement patterns and preferences of it’s current consumers. This
information can also be used by businesses to identify potential future consumers and get
insight into movement patterns of competitors’ consumers.
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4.2 Activity type prediction
First, the client sends the approximate location of the mobile unit (user) as an input to
the platform in the form of an anonymization region ARi. In the second step, different
activity types in ARi are assigned different probabilities reflecting the likelihood that the
user performs the given activity during his visit to ARi. This is done on the basis of the
following spatio - temporal context factors; time of day and working hours of the activity
center, time spent by a user, size of activity center, frequency of activity centers at a
location, rarity/scarcity of the activity center of the given type, and activity preferences.

The first factor considers the day of week and the hour of the day when the user visits
ARi. This has to be considered because there are certain activity types which are more
likely to take place on a certain day and at a certain time. For example a rock concert
should be given more probability on weekends and at night. This is achieved by modeling
different domains, i.e., hour-of-day domain and day-of-week domain. These probabilities
are assumed to be given for each activity types at a certain hour of the day and a certain
day of the week. In particular, for a particular hour hi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23}, a particular day
di ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7} and a particular activity type ati ∈ AT this probability, denoted by
P (ati|hi, di), can be retrieved from the database of temporal relevance of activity types
in terms of hours / temporal characteristics of operations. In this research, the database
of temporal relevance of activity types is obtained from the Spatio-Temporal Activity
Simulator (ST-ACTS) [16], but in general it can be handcrafted or machine compiled
from opening hours listings etc.

The second factor is the time spent by a user at an activity center. This is an important
factor as different times are spent to perform different activity types. For instance buying
medicine from a pharmacy will take hardly 10 minutes as compared to having a haircut
which could take between 20 and 30 minutes. The average time taken to perform an
activity type can be based on expert opinion or can be easily obtained from surveys. In
this research, first Time Interval Categories TICs = {tic1 , . . . , ticn} are defined and
then activity types are given different probabilities in these time interval categories based
on unanonymized data where both actual activity type and the time spent to perform
that activity type is available. For an activity type ati ∈ AT , and a given time interval
category tici ∈ TICs, a probability P (ati|tici) is defined and stored.

The third factor is the size of the activity center. The size of the activity center is
determined by the number of employees working in it. This probability is directly pro-
portional to activity center size. In particular, if there are only 3 activity centers A, B and
C in one of the cell, and if the size of those centers are 2, 5 and 3 respectively, then the
probability of activity taking place at each respective center are 0.20, 0.50 and 0.30. For
each of the cells, the size of the activity types are pre calculated and stored into database.
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More formally, let an activity type be ati ∈ AT which is possible in a set of activity
centers ac1, . . . , ack ∈ AC in a region ARi, with sizes ac1.s, . . . , ack.s ∈ R, among a
total of n ∈ R activity centers within ARi. Then the probability due to size of ati is
calculated using the following formula:

P (ati|aci.s, ..., ack.s)
∼
=

∑k
i=1 ack.s∑n
j=1 acj.s

(1)

The forth factor is the number of activity centers that are present in the user submit-
ted region ARi. Term frequency(tf), the first part of term frequency - inverse document
frequency (tf-idf), is used in spatial settings to model it. tf-idf is often used in text mining
and information retrieval as a measure to determine importance of a word to a document,
in a collection of documents. tf is the number of occurrences of a word in a document
divided by total number of words in a document. In the given spatial setting , if ni is the
number of activity centers for activity type ati ∈ AT in an ARi which has a total number
of N ∈ R activity centers in it then tf (at i) is defined as:

tf (at i)
∼
=
ni

N
(2)

To show the effectiveness of this measure for a partially clustered activity type, con-
sider a case in which there are 10 grocery stores in cell x while there is only 1 grocery
store in cell y. If both cell x and y have a total of 20 business centers each then tf for
grocery store in cell x and y are 0.50 and 0.05 respectively.

The fifth factor is how rare the activity type is in the entire city. For example if a city
has only one football stadium and hundred grocery stores and a situation arises where
a user is in between a stadium and a grocery store then the stadium should get more
probability. The measure of how rare an activity type is, is calculated using the second
part, i.e., the inverse document frequency (idf), of term frequency - inverse document
frequency (tf-idf). idf determines how rare a word is in a collection of documents. It is
calculated as the logarithm of the total number of documents divided by the number of
documents containing the word. It increases with rarity of the particular business type
centers in the city. If NC ∈ R is the total number of cells and NCi ∈ R be the number
of cells containing activity type center for a particular activity type ati ∈ AT then its
idf (at i) is defined as:

idf (at i)
∼
= log

NC

NCi

(3)

Let us suppose there are 3 football stadiums and 1000 grocery stores in the entire city.
The entire city covered by a total of 3000 cells. The idf for football stadium and grocery
stores are 3.00 and 0.47 respectively.

The sixth factor is the prior probabilities of activity types. This factor is important
as some activity types are performed more frequently than others. For example visit-
ing a hairdresser should be at least about 10-30 times less likely than groceries. Prior
probabilities can be based on expert opinion or can be easily obtained through consumer
surveys. In this research, prior probabilities are derived for all activity types from the
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unanonymized data where both exact locations and the actual type of the preformed ac-
tivities are available. For an activity type ati ∈ AT , a prior probability Pp(ati) is defined.

In order to make sure that every factor has the same weight, for each factor the proba-
bility calculated to perform an activity type is normalized across all activities probability
values in a way that they all sum up to one. For an activity type ati ∈ AT among
n ∈ R possible activities, if the probability to perform this activity is pi, the normalized
probability p̂i is calculated using the formula:

p̂i
∼
=

pi∑n
j=1 pj

(4)

The final probability of an activity taking place is calculated by multiplying the pre-
viously calculated probabilities. For this, the following formula is used:

P (ati|ARi, hi, di, tici, aci.s, ..., ack.s) = P (ati|aci.s, ..., ack.s)× P (ati|tici)× Pp(ati)

×P (ati|hi, di)× tf (at i)× idf (at i) (5)

Once the final probability for each activity type is calculated, the next step is to choose
the activity type to assign to a user location. In this research, the activity type which has
the maximum probability among all possible activity types is chosen and assigned to a
user location with the probability of 1.

4.3 Anomymous Mobile Consumer Profile AMCP calculation and up-
date

In Phase 2, based on the activity type inferences in Phase 1, the platform, in an online and
incremental fashion, summarizes an Anomymous Mobile Consumer Profile (AMCP) for
each of the users. For a consumer, an AMCP consists of probabilities indicating his inter-
est levels for different activities. For a user uj , and activity types AT = {ati , . . . , atn},
an AMCPj = {ili , . . . , iln} where ili is the interest level for activity type ati. As the
user moves from one location to another, probabilities for different activity types are cal-
culated at the new location, as described in Section 4.2 according to the spatio - temporal
context factors, and are added to the previous probabilities for the same activity types.
For a user uj this sum is maintained for every activity ati and is normalized by the total
number of user’s submitted locations. A histogram representing a sample AMCP for a
user is shown in Figure 2. For a user uj , if the total number of submitted locations is
K,the probability for performing activity type ati for location number k is P k

i among all
activity types AT = {ati . . . atn}, then an interest level ili is defined as:

ili
∼
=

∑K
k=1 P

k
i∑n

i=1

∑K
k=1 P

k
i

(6)

In order to reveal how the interest level for an AMCP are low or high with respect
to the whole population, a relative interest level index is calculated. This index for an
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Figure 2: AMCP - Histogram of user interest level for different activity types.

activity type is constructed by comparing AMCP interest level for that activity type with
the population interest level for the same activity type. An illustration of a possible
relative interest level index is shown in Figure 3. For an AMCP if interest level for an
activity type ati is ili, and for the same activity ati the population interest level is ilpi then
the relative interest level index rili for this activity ati is calculated using the formula:

rili =
ili − ilpi
ilpi

(7)

4.4 Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs) construction
As the ACMPs are developed during the online / incremental processes described in
Section 4.1 and 4.2, the AMCP are periodically clustered to create a limited number
of Anonymous Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs) using machine learning techniques.
Just like AMCPs, these AMCTs also consists of probabilities indicating interest level
for different activities. ACMTs are created to group similar AMCPs in one cluster and
dissimilar in other clusters. The rationale for creating these AMCTs is that one wants
to maintain the spatio-temporal distribution of consumers, but it is neither feasible not
desirable to maintain the spatio-temporal distribution of every individual consumer. On
the other hand, knowing the spatio-temporal distribution of groups of consumers with
similar AMCPs is feasible and has a number of good uses. For instance a possible AMCT
could be described as a ’fast food lover’, and it should be target for any promotion on
a fast food product. Also, by analyzing the movement of such an AMCT a potential
location for opening a new fast food restaurant can be suggested. These AMCTs are
rather static, i.e., calculated infrequently for example yearly or monthly based on a large
sample of the data.
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−1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1:Aldi - User:0.0426 - DK:0.0478
3:Body Shop - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0000

4:Dagli Brugsen - User:0.0532 - DK:0.0164
5:Fitness center - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0427

6:Fakta - User:0.0745 - DK:0.0859
7:Fotex - User:0.1170 - DK:0.1483

8:Solarium - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0098
9:Art exhibition - User:0.0319 - DK:0.0042

10:Church - User:0.0638 - DK:0.0078
11:Classical concert - User:0.0319 - DK:0.0056
12:Pop rock concert - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0005

13:Discoteque - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0002
14:Museum - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0013

15:Post office - User:0.0532 - DK:0.0367
16:Cinema - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0006

17:Hairdresser - User:0.0319 - DK:0.0133
18:Library - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0302
19:Theatre - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0086

20:Guldbageren - User:0.0000 - DK:0.0000
21:Illum - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0123
22:Irma - User:0.0426 - DK:0.0488
23:ISO - User:0.0532 - DK:0.0371

24:Kvickly - User:0.0319 - DK:0.0862
26:Magasin - User:0.0319 - DK:0.0252

27:Matas - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0052
28:Netto - User:0.1489 - DK:0.1754

29:Pharmacy - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0198
32:Spar Superspar - User:0.0106 - DK:0.0122
33:Super Brugsen - User:0.0426 - DK:0.0788

34:SuperBest - User:0.0851 - DK:0.0389

Relative Interest Level Index

Figure 3: Anonymous Mobile Consumer Profile Relative Index.

4.4.1 AMCP normalization for clustering

To ensure that no single activity type dominates the clustering, the interest level for an
activity type in a AMCPs is normalized to have zero average and unit variance for all
profiles. For a user uj , if ilji is the interest level for an activity type ati ∈ AT for which
population average and population standard deviation are īlji and σil

i , respectively, then

the normalized interest level îlji is defined as:

îlji =
ilji − īl

j
i

σI
i

(8)

4.4.2 AMCP clustering

In order to create AMCTs, the normalized AMCPs are clustered using k-means cluster-
ing. k-means clustering is an unsupervised clustering method which generates k number
of clusters from n m-dimensional observations [21]. k-means objective is to minimize
within cluster distances. k clusters are created in a way that each observation belongs to
the cluster with the nearest cluster center, i.e., the mean of the cluster.
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However, in most application scenarios, the correct number of clusters or k is not
known in advance. There are many methods to determine k but a simple method is needed
which avoids over fitting and should ensure that these clusters are not just a random
portioning of the data. So in this research, v-fold cross-validation method is used which
explicitly protect against such problems.

The v-fold cross-validation method uses a part of the data to build the model and
another part to test it. In this method the observations are partitioned into v mutually
exclusive subsets [22]. First, clustering is computed on v − 1 parts and then remaining
v − th part is used as test set to get a value of the clustering quality through a goal
function. This is done in turns for each of the v parts and the respective goal function
values are averaged to obtain an overall clustering quality measure on the validation set.
This average clustering quality value is computed for different values of k. This entails v
k-means clustering and assignment / testing of different validation subsets of the data for
all values of 1 < k < K. The k-value for which the average of the goal function on the
different partitions is minimum is the most optimal value for k.

The next step is to choose a goal function which evaluates the cluster quality. The
goal function should penalizes for high values of k because increasing k without penalty
will always reduce the amount of error in the resulting clustering, to the extreme case of
zero error if each data point is considered to be its own cluster (i.e., when k = n). Ftest is
one such function which compares between cluster variance to within cluster variance.
If Ȳi is the sample mean of the ith cluster, Ȳ is the overall mean, ni is the number of
observations in the ith cluster, Yij is the jth observation in the ith cluster that has a total
of Ji observations,K is the number of clusters, andN is the total number of observations,
then Ftest is defined as:

Ftest =

∑K
i=1 ni(Ȳi − Ȳ )2

(K − 1)

/∑K
i=1

∑J
j=1(Yij − Ȳi)2

(N −K)
(9)

The larger the Ftest score the better is the clustering quality. The complete method is
presented in Algorithm 1.

The R statistical package is used to perform the k-means clustering. R package in-
cludes software facilities which provide range of statistical techniques such as linear and
nonlinear modeling, classical statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, cluster-
ing, etc. PL/R, a postgreSQL language extension is used as a communication medium
between postgreSQL database and R statistical package.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm FindK Vfold Ftest(D,v,k)
Input : D - Set of user profiles, v - number of folds, K - number of clusters
Output: k - number of clusters which gives the best cluster quality value

1 begin
2 Divide D into v parts and call them d1,d2,...dv
3 foreach k ∈ 1..K do
4 foreach di in d1,d2,...dv do
5 testset ← di
6 trainingset ← D - testset
7 cluster centerski ← kmeans(trainingset, k)
8 cluster qualityki ← F test(cluster centerski, testset)
9 sum cluster qualityk ← sum cluster qualityk + cluster qualityki

10 avg cluster qualityk ← sum cluster qualityk
/
v

11 kbest ← max(avg cluster quality1, . . . , avg cluster qualityk)
12 return kbest

4.5 Datawarehouse construction
Data Warehouse (DWH) in general is a collection of data that is subject oriented, inte-
grated, non-volatile and time variant and is used by decision makers to analyze the data
in order to take decisions for the development of an organization [24]. In summary, a data
warehouse is a repository of data used for data analysis. In the proposed platform a DWH
is maintained which for each grid cell and for each time period records the presence of
users for each user type that visit the given grid cell during the given time period. The
dimensions of this DWH are grid-cells, AMCTs, days-of-week, and hours-of-day while
the facts are the number of visits, and hours spent. This is used for offering the business
intelligence services such as:

1. Support location prospecting, i.e., finding potential locations for a given business
where so far the business potential has been underexploited. There could be mul-
tiple criterion for location prospecting. One criteria is to have a lots of AMCT
presence in an area where there is a weak business representation of the AMCT’s
interest. Another is to have no competition from other businesses that are of po-
tential interest to the users of the given AMCT. Yet another objective might be to
find a location where the competition does not have services for a lot of their cus-
tomers. For example, the AMCAP reveals that in a large simulated anonymized
mobile customer activity dataset, customers of AMCT 5 have a high interest level
for activity 7:Fotex. So a potential new location for Fotex as shown in Figure 4,
could be a place which is frequently visited by AMCT 5 and does not have another
Fotex activity center in one mile distance.

2. Calculation and visualization the mobile consumer characteristics of users that pass
through a given area during a given period. Figure 5 represents some use cases.
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Figure 4: Potential location for a new Føtex.
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Figure 5: Calculation and visualization the mobile consumer characteristics of users.In
Figure 5(a) cell color representing the number of visits by whole population. In Fig-
ure 5(b) cell color representing the number of visits by a particular user’s type. In Fig-
ure 5(c) cell color representing the number of visits at 8 am.

5 Empirical Evaluations
This Section is divided into five main subparts as follows. The Section 5.1 describes the
study area and the data which is used in the experiments. While the Section 5.2 gives the
details of the experimental setup. Next, the Section 5.3 describes the methodology for
activity prediction quality evaluation. In Section 5.4 AMCP clustering quality evaluation
is discussed. The last Section 5.5 shows the results for all the experiments.
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5.1 Study area and data description
The study area chosen for this research is Copenhagen. Copenhagen is the capital and
the largest city of Denmark. The two data sets which are essential for this research are:

1. The location of the businesses/activity centers and additional information about the
size, timing, and peak hours of a business.

2. Location of users i.e. position of a user with time.

5.1.1 Business data

For Business data, bizmarkTM is used. bizmarkTM is a commercial database product
that contains detailed information about Danish businesses, both in the public and the
private sector. The spatial distribution of the bizmarkTM business data is shown in Fig-
ure 6. The information that is available about businesses/activity-type is: a) Location;
b) Size (size is measured by the number of employees); and c) Popularity of activity with
respect to time of day.
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København

Frederiksberg

København

København

Activity Facilities
Aldi
Art exhibition
Body Shop
Church
Cinema
Classical concert
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Fakta
Fitness center
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Guldbageren
Hairdresser
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Kvickly
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Magasin
Matas
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Pharmacy
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Post office
Solarium
Spar Superspar
Super Brugsen
SuperBest
Theatre

Kommune

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of businesses in Copenhagen, Denmark

5.1.2 User data

Location traces of users are simulated by using a Spatio-Temporal Activity Simulator
(ST-ACTS). The main simulation objective of ST-ACTS, unlike regular moving object
simulators that try to simulate the physical movement of objects, is to model important
social and demographical aspects of mobility. It uses various geostatistical data sources
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and intuitive principles to make simulation. ST-ACTS works by considering that a user
moves to the next location with the objective of performing a certain task. Probability that
the user will perform the given activity depends on the user’s interests, which is based on
a number of demographic variables. Moreover, a specific task is performed at a specific
location and at a specific time. The tasks performed indicate routine patterns that can be
exclusive to a one user or groups of users. Conclusions drawn from experiments prove
ST-ACTS to be effective in generating realistic spatio-temporal distribution of activities
and this is crucial for developing spatio temporal data mining techniques [16].

5.2 Experimental setup
The AMCAP assigns probability to different activities given in an anonymization location
of a user. The platform was scripted using PL/pgSQL in PostgreSQL 9.0 and it was run
on a machine with Intel core i7 2640M processor and 8 GB of main memory, running
a 64-bit Windows 7 OS. For this experiment, a dataset containing a total of 2 , 081 , 938
locations of 10 , 000 simulated person were submitted to platform. These locations were
generated by ST-ACTS. Each simulated person submitted his location at the arrival to an
activity center, with a 5-minute temporal resolution, for a total of 8 weeks.

5.3 Activity prediction quality evaluation
As described in Section 4.1, an activity type is predicted on the basis of six different
factors. To evaluate the quality of activity prediction, it is compared with actual activity
performed by the user. However in this research, the simulated user data generated from
ST-ACTS has information on exact activity a user is performing at the time of submission
of his location. In this research, Cohen’s Kappa is used to measure the quality of activity
prediction. Cohen’s Kappa [9] is a statistical measure and can be used to access agree-
ment between actual and predicted values [10]. Cohen’s Kappa k compares observed
accuracy ao with expected accuracy ae is defined as:

k =
ao − ae
1− ae

(10)

If n is the total number of predicted activities, c is the total number of correctly
predicted activities, for an activity type ati among m activity types, the total number of
times it is actually performed and the total number of times it is predicted are aai and api
respectively then observed accuracy ao and expected accuracy ae are defined as:

ao =
c

n
(11)

ae =
m∑
i=1

aai × api
n

/
n (12)
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5.4 AMCP clustering quality evaluation
In this research the quality of clustering is evaluated by comparing clusters or AMCTs
created using AMCPs to actual consumer types (ACTs) created using actual consumers
profile (ACP). In a real world scenario, sometimes it is possible to get the actual data, e.g.,
a fraction of the users might provide the system with exact visit information allowing the
system to observe and develop a sample of the ACPs. In the experimental setup, the
simulated user data generated from (ST-ACTS) has information on the exact activity that
a user is performing at the time of submission of his location. This information is used to
calculate ACPs. Similar to the case of AMCPs the ACP consists of a list of interest levels
calculated for every activity. For a particular user uj , let the number of visits for activity
ati be kij . If K is the total number of visits by user uj for all activities, then the interest
level ilai of activity ati for user uj is calculated using the following formula:

ilai =
kij
K

(13)

Once ACPs are available they are clustered using k-means to create ACTs. In general
and given the application scenario, the quality of clustering is better if a) there are nearly
/ close to as many clusters in the predicted data as in the actual data, b) the clusters in
the predicted data have a relatively strong correspondence to the clusters in the actual
data. In the predicted data, it is expected that there will be slightly different clusters due
to blurring of data. However, if there are really N number of ACTs then one wishes
to discover M ∼

= N number of AMCTs from the anonymized data. As described in
Section 4.4.2 the v-fold cross-validation method is used to find the optimal number of
clusters/AMCTs in AMCPs, the same method is applied to find out the optimal number
of clusters/ACTs in ACPs.

In this research, the similarity between AMCTs and ACTs is evaluated using Adjusted
Rand Index (ARI). ARI is a chance corrected measurement of the similarity between
two different clustering [23]. Given a set S of n elements S = {S1, S2, ., Sn} and two
different clusterings of elements of S, A = {A1, A2, .., Ax} and B = {B1, B2, .., By},
the set overlap between A and B can be summarized in a contingency matrix [nij] as
shown in Table 1, where nij denotes the number of objects common in Ai and Bj , i.e.,
nij = |Ai ∩Bj|. ARI is calculated using the following formula:

ARI =

∑
ij

(
nij

2

)
−
{∑

i

(
ai
2

)∑
i

(
bj
2

)} /(
n
2

){∑
i

(
ai
2

)
+
∑

j

(
bj
2

)}
−
{∑

i

(
ai
2

)(
bj
2

)} /(
n
2

) (14)
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A/B B1 B2 ... By Sums
A1 n11 n12 ... n1y a1
A2 n21 n22 ... n2y a2
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Ax nx1 nx2 ... nxy ax

Sums b1 b2 ... by

Table 1: Contingency matrix summarizing the set overlap between two clusterings Ai

and Bj . nij denotes the number of objects common between Ai and Bj .

In general, the ARI value ranges between 1 and 0, where the former means identical
clustering while the later means independent clusters. However, to better understand the
how the ARI measure behaves within this range, a number of Monte Carlo simulations
are preformed as follows. First for a representative dataset and a value of k, clusters
D{k} are created via k-means clustering, and then, by swapping n% of the elements in
the clusters at random between clusters, a perturbed version of the clusters Dperturbed

{k} are
created. Finally, the ARI values between D{k} and Dperturbed

{k} are calculated. To get an
estimate of the ARI values under different levels of random perturbation, Monte Carlo
simulations are run on ACPs with varying values of number of clusters k and for varying
random perturbation levels n. The pseudo code for Monte Carlo simulation is presented
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: ARI MonteCarloSimulation(D,k)
Input : D - Set of consumer actual profiles, k - number of clusters
Output: ARIV - Set of ARI values

1 foreach k ∈ 1..K do
2 D{k} ← kmeans(D, k)
3 for n=10 to 100 Step 10 do

// Assign random cluster values to n percentage of
consumers

4 Dperturbed
{k} ← randomize(D{k}, n)

// Calculate ARI between D{k} and Dperturbed
{k}

5 ARIV[k,n]← get ari(D{k}, D
perturbed
{k} )

6 return ARIV
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5.5 Results
This section show results of different experiments described in Sections 5.2- 5.4. In
Section 5.5.1 the results for the execution time of AMCAP are discussed. Next the results
for the impact of different factors on activity type prediction quality are discussed in
Section 5.5.2. While Section 5.5.3 show the results for the impact of varying size of
anonymization region AR on AMCAP execution time and on the activity type prediction
quality. Finally, in Section 5.5.4 the results of clustering are discussed.

5.5.1 Execution time performance evaluation

AMCAP is given 50 , 000 anonymized locations AR to process at a time and on an aver-
age it took 20 , 500 ms to process them which means that it takes 0 .41 ms to process 1
location. This implies that the AMCAP is capable of processing 731 , 707 user locations
in 5 minutes interval.

For peak-time analysis purposes, another dataset of 590 , 000 simulated person for
single day is generated through ST-ACTS. As with the previous dataset, locations are
submitted every 5 minutes. The maximum, average and standard deviation of number
of locations updates per a 5 minute interval are 41 , 527 (at 6:10pm),12 , 766 .58 and
10 , 143 .19 respectively. By looking at the maximum locations submitted at a particular
time, this it can be assumed that not more that 10% (41 , 527/590 , 000 ) of people using
the AMCAP submit their location at a particular time. As described earlier, the AMCAP
is capable of processing 731 , 707 user locations in 5 minutes interval, and if the principle
of 10% of population using the platform at a time is assumed, it can be said that the
AMCAP running on a single machine is capable of handling a population of 7 million.

5.5.2 Impact of factors on prediction quality

As described in Section 5.3 the quality of activity prediction is evaluated using Cohen’s
Kappa [9]. In this research six different spatio - temporal context factors have contributed
in assigning probabilities to activities and thus predicting an activity. Each of these fac-
tors influences activity prediction differently. While predicting, the six factors are: (a)
size of activity center, (b) frequency of activity centers at a location, (c) rarity/scarcity
of the activity center of the given type, (d) time of day and working hours of the activity
center, (e) activity preferences and (f) time spent by a user were used in different combi-
nations to see their impact on quality of activity prediction. Although Cohen’s Kappa k is
calculated for all possible combinations of factors, Figure 7 only shows Cohen’s Kappa
k for individual factors, their binary combination, their optimal combination and random
selection.
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Figure 7: Cohen’s Kappa for different activity prediction factor combinations.

It can be seen that the AMCAP in best setting can predict the actual activity of the
user with an accuracy of 0 .75 and a Cohen’s Kappa k of 0 .72 . While for the random
prediction the Cohen’s Kappa k is 0 .00 . It can be seen from Figure 7 that the best results
are achieved when using the factors of size of activity center, time of day and working
hours of the activity center, activity preferences and time spent together. This shows that
using multiple factors the accuracy of prediction can be improved. It can also be noted
here that the best results are not achieved with the use of all the factors but with the
optimal combination of factors.

5.5.3 Impact of anonymized region size on runtime and prediction quality

Anonymization regions of varied sizes are used to see their impact on quality of predic-
tion and average processing time. Average processing time is defined as time it takes to
process 1 AR and it is measured in milli seconds. Experiments were run on region sizes
of 100m, 150m, 200m and 250m using the best combination of factors(size, time of day,
prior probability and time spent) . In Figure 8(a) it is seen that the size of anonymization
region has a direct impact of quality of profile. The greater the size of anonymization
region the less is the Cohen’s Kappa value or worse is the quality of prediction. Size
of anonymization region has a similar effect on the average processing time. Average
processing time increases with the increase in size of anonymization region as shown in
Figure 8(b).
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Figure 8: Impact of anonymization region size. Figure 8(a) Anonymization region size
impact on prediction quality. Figure 8(b) Anonymization region size impact on process-
ing time.

5.5.4 Result of clustering

First to find k for k-means or number of AMCTs, the Algorithm 1 is run on AMCPs and
also on ACPs by setting v to 10 and for k between 1 and 50. The results as displayed in
Figure 9 show that v-fold cross-validation method produce spiky graphs. It can be seen
that the Ftest value for the actual and predicted data follow each other, and for all of them
the maximum value, the desired k, is found when k = 7.

In v-fold cross-validation method, Ftest value should decrease with the increase of
v. It can be seen in Figure 10 that Ftest value is decreasing with increase in values of
v but for every value of v the maximum value stays at when k = 7. This shows that
cross-validation actually works and finds k values that hidden but inherent in data.
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Figure 9: v-fold cross-validation results for actual vs predicted
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Figure 10: v-fold cross-validation with different v.

The 10, 000 profiles were divided into 7 AMCTs. Figure 11 represents the user-type
and its size (the number of users profile it holds).
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Figure 11: Histograms representing user-type and its size in terms of number of users.

Similar to an AMCP the user type consists of probabilities indicating interest level
for different activities. The interest level values for the user-type 5 is represented using a
histogram in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Histograms of interest level for different activities of User-Type 5.

As discussed is Section 5.4 the quality of clustering is better if a) there are nearly /
close to as many clusters in the predicted data as in the actual data, b) the clusters in the
predicted data have a relatively strong correspondence to the clusters in the actual data.

First, to find out how the number of clusters for both AMCPs and ACPs corresponds
to each other, the Algorithm 1 is run on both AMCPs and ACPs by setting v to 10 and for
k between 1 and 50. The results as displayed in Figure 9 show that for both the AMCPs
and ACPs the maximum value, the desired k or number of clusters, is exactly the same
and was found when k = 7. Meaning thereby that although predicted profiles / AMCPs
are blurred, they did not loose their inherent property of being clustered into the same of
number of types as actual profiles.

Secondly, to see how coherent the AMCTs are to ACTs, the ARI is calculated be-
tween them as descried in Section 5.4. The ARI value between the AMCTs and ACTs is
0.3. The Monte Carlo simulations that are described in Algorithm 2 in Section 5.4, reveal
that in the given setting, an ARI value of 0.3 is equivalent a grouping where 60% of the
cases are assigned to AMCTs based on the AMCPs in the same way as they would be as-
signed based on the actual profiles, while the remaining 40% of the cases are assigned to
AMCTs based on the AMCPs in a different way than they would have been based on the
actual profiles, i.e., 40% randomization level which means that 40% of the AMCPs are
assigned randomly to incorrect/different AMTCs. This clustering, in the case of assign-
ing 50,000 objects into 7 clusters is clearly significantly better than a random assignment,
which yields and average ARI value of -0.0000247. The results are shown in Figure 13.
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6 Discussion
From the results of the quality of activity prediction as described in Section 5.5.2 , the
proposed method in the best setting can predict the actual activity of the user with an
accuracy of 0 .75 and a Cohen’s Kappa k of 0 .72 . While for the random prediction the
Cohen’s Kappa k is 0 .00 . It can be seen from Figure 7 that the best results are achieved
when using the factors of size, time of day, activity preferences, and time spent together.
This shows that using multiple factors the accuracy of prediction can be improved. It can
also be noted here that the best results are not achieved with the use of all the factors but
with the optimal combination of factors.

The privacy setting has a direct impact of quality of activity prediction. The greater
the size of anonymization region AR the less is the Cohen’s Kappa value or worse is the
quality of prediction. It is due to the fact that with the bigger AR, the number of activity
center as well as possible activity types increases, and the chances for correct activity
type prediction are less. However, with the increase in privacy or size anonymization
region there is not a substantial decrease in quality of prediction. Similarly, the size
of anonymization region has a direct effect on the average processing time. Average
processing time increases with the increase in size of anonymization region as shown in
Figure 8(b). Although there is a difference in average processing time for varying sizes
of AR but the maximum difference of 0 .08 ms is not a significant one.

AMCPs are clustered into 7 AMCTs. As discussed is Section 5.4 the quality of clus-
tering is better if a) there are nearly / close to as many clusters in the predicted data as
in the actual data, b) the clusters in the predicted data have a relatively strong correspon-
dence to the clusters in the actual data. The results as displayed in Figure 9 show that
for both the predicted AMCPs and ACPs, the desired k or number of clusters, is exactly
the same and was found when k = 7. Meaning thereby that although predicted profiles /
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AMCPs are blurred, they do not loose their inherent property of being clustered into the
same of number of types as actual profiles / ACPs. The ARI value between the AMCTs
and ACTs is 0.3. The Monte Carlo simulations that are described in Algorithm 2 in Sec-
tion 5.4, reveal that in the given setting, an ARI value of 0.3 is equivalent to a grouping
where 60% of the cases are assigned to AMCTs based on the AMCPs in the same way as
they would be assigned based on the actual profiles, while the remaining 40% of the cases
are assigned to AMCTs based on the AMCPs in a different way than they would have
been based on the actual profiles, i.e., 40% randomization level which means that 40%
of the AMCPs are assigned randomly to incorrect / different AMTCs. This clustering, in
the case of assigning 50,000 objects into 7 clusters is clearly significantly better than a
random assignment, which yields and average ARI value of -0.0000247.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposed an Anonymous Mobile Consumer Analysis Platform (AMCAP) that
based on the geocontextual analysis of anonymized location traces, in four phases, derives
mobile consumer characteristics of its users in terms of Anomymous Mobile Consumer
Profiles (AMCPs) and information about the dynamically changing spatio-temporal dis-
tribution of the users that is recorded in a spatio-temporal data warehouse of Anonymous
Mobile Consumer Types (AMCTs).

The first objective, in this research of infering the correct activity of the user from
anonymized location, is indeed achieved as is shown by the results that in the best setting
the AMCAP can predicted correct activity from 30 different activites with an accuracy
of 75%. For the second objective, the research evaluated the trade-off between the de-
gree of anonymization (i.e., anonymization region size) and utility of information that is
contained in the derived profiles, and it can be seen from Figure 8(a) that the for every in-
crease of 50m in anonymization region’s size the decrease in Cohen’s Kappa k is less than
0.05. So it can be concluded that with the increase in privacy or size of anonymization re-
gion there is not a substantial decrease in quality of prediction. As for the final objective,
it is evident from empirical evaluations that the AMCAP can derive fuzzy AMCPs that
roughly group the users in the same groups as they would have been grouped in based
on their exact profiles thereby opening the possibility of better personalization in LBSes
and a number of interesting BI-services without sacrificing the privacy of its users.

In the research, the geographical space is divided into 100m uniform grid cells. Divid-
ing space in uniform grid cells has several advantages such as statistics precomputation,
ease of implementation and retrieval efficiency. However, in some cases a uniform sized
grid can misrepresent a spatial context. For instance, a hub of coffee shops can loose its
special characteristic if it is divided into multiple adjacent grid cells. The use of vary-
ing sized grid developed upon activity type clusters can be used in the future to better
represent the geographical space and improve activity prediction accuracy.
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The proposed AMCAP uses six different spatio-temporal context factors in assigning
probabilities to activities and thus predicting an activity. Using an optimal subset of the
factors the AMCAP can predict the actual activity of the user with a high accuracy of
0 .75 and a Cohen’s Kappa k of 0 .72 . However this prediction accuracy can be further
improved by assigning factors different weights. In the future work the prediction can
also be improved by adding other factors such as user’s social media profile or taking
into account the last activity of a user.

In this research, a DWH is maintained which for each grid cell and for each time
period records the presence of users for each user type that visit the given grid cell during
the given time period. The dimensions of this DWH are grid-cells, AMCTs, days-of-
week, and hours-of-day while the facts are the number of visits, and hours spent. In the
future work, a web based interactive exploratory interface can be developed to visualize
AMCTs movement, visits and time spent over space and time.
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